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El Capitan, Lost in Translation. Seven years ago I was inspired by Leo H oulding to find a line 
on El Cap and do it in perfect alpine style, from the ground to the top, free in a day. I tried this 
many times, but we got shut down every time. On El Capitan granite, it takes only 6′ of blank 
rock and a 30-pitch rock climb turns to an aid line.

I scoped Lost in Translation for years and always wondered why people hadn’t climbed it. 
It’s not a big route like the Salathe, El Corazon, or the Nose, but it was a chance to accomplish a 
dream to put up a new free line ground-up, something that was never done before on El Capi
tan. I met Nico Favresse when he was working on one of the coolest free routes in Yosemite: 
Lappat (5.13a/b R) on Yosemite Falls wall. Nico climbed the route w ithout placing any bolts. 
We talked a few times about new free lines, and then we decided to go for it on the right side 
of El Cap.

We scoped the line, and a perfect corner stood out. It looked from  the ground that it 
would go free, but we thought there m ust be a reason why no one had free-climbed it. But our 
instinct kept us on track, so we decided to have fun and see where we would get, ground-up.

On August 30 at 8 a.m. we started climbing. We had a big free rack and a few pitons, 
copperheads, and a bolt kit. We didn’t have bivy gear, only three gallons o f water, and a few 
Power Bars. After eight pitches, a m ajority of them  around 5.10/5.10+R, we reached the base 
of the big corner. We were surprised everything had gone free, with only 300′ of the climb left 
to discover. The corner was grassy, and we couldn’t see what was under the grass. It looked like 
people had attem pted the corner before, because there were a few lead bolts and rap anchors. 
As the light went down we decided to stay and wait for m orning. We spent the night on a small 
ledge dreaming of what could be under the grass. We were only two pitches from the top.

On September 1, after 10 m inutes of cleaning, we knew the line would go. After cleaning 
holds and freeing moves, we estimate the pitch to be 5.12b/c stemming. After that the climbing 
eased up and allowed us to top out around 12. The dream  became reality. Lost in Translation 
(1,200′, 10 pitches, 5.12b/c R).

On September 8 we climbed the route in seven hours.
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